Empty bottle – Z2, Z5 & Z14

If the bottle of chemical is empty after using the wet bench:

- Rinse the inside:
  - Fill half of the bottle with DI water, close it and shake it. Empty the bottle in the “Rinse-Glove”. **Repeat the operation 3 times.**

- Rinse the outside:
  - Wash the outside of the bottle with a moist tissue. Then rinse the tissue with DI water. **Repeat the operation 3 times.**

- Dry the outside:
  - Use papers to dry the outside of the bottle.

- Put the bottle in the SAS Materiel (BM+1 SAS Materiel **OR** BM-1 SAS Materiel depending on where you are):
  - The bottle has to be placed on the bottom shelf of the “through-the-wall” cabinet (under the shelf IN and OUT).

Don’t forget that people who will handle the bottle outside of the clean room will do it **without any glove** so the bottle must be very clean and dry!